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Lemma;
-

Suppose of is analytic or a

region A and If(z)) is constant on A.

Then fz) is constant on A.

Arof: Suppose that fixtriy)=n(x3h+ev(x,y).

We are assuming that for
all xtiy &A we have

If (x+is(P=)+ x,312= (xY("HKTIP=

for some constant (CIR, C,0

If (=0, then If (x+iy= 0 for all xtiyCA.

Then, fixtiy) = 0 for all Xtiy CA.

then f is constant on A.
So we can now assume C70.

We know (u(x,y1 + (Vx,y1= C on A.

Differentiating we get

⑱nercio
Since f is analytic on A we know eac
and bebe on A



Sub these into (*) and divide by 2 to get

.vonN
On A.

Then (**) becomes

12 i) (**Es) = () (***)

For any fixed input (x,y) the
above linear system

has two equations and
two "veknowns."

Since def) =tv =<F0

there is only one unique solution
to (***)

which isbasxg)=W1xy) = 0.

Thus, if xtiyEA
then

fixtig) = E(x,y)
+ ieGi

= 0-10
= 0

↳
f isA

= Ef(x,y)
-i f(x,y)

So, f 10 on the region A. By a previousthat



Tom: (Special case of max modulus
theorem).

Suppose that
f is analytic on D(z0j3)

where 2024 and 321, 270.

If If (21 1 > (f(z01) for all zeD (Zoi2),

then f is constant on D(z0j9).
M
Do;9)
-

Prof: Suppose S
E

If (E)I = If(z01)
I I
S

⑧

for all zcD (z0;2).
I"Yo

Let z, ED (zo;2) where 2, FZ00
We

Let += 1z,-zol =
Let Wy be the circle centered at to with

radius &, Oriented counterclockwise.

By the Carchy-integral theorem

+zol: aiSfel de
it

Parametrize We as Ug(A)=z0+92
where 0A12H. And WSAl=iyeit



So we get

fEolc hrtet. iseitdAS (*)

= T ·"f(zoteert) de
From (A) we get

If (2011-1278f(zoteeMdA
I put a

Proof of
#
it.)""If (2o+eett)) dA

this method&ofbodiesaiM

topic I

page 30

Since If (zoteett)=If (z01)
for all3

A by assumption we get thatS
If (201) < oF8"If (RoteetSIdA seIf Izollat
&re* = zECHRoll: RF-OD= If (201)



Thus, If (201) = c7S"If(zoteeA3IdA
sofSzoIdA=cIf(zotetldt

If (201)

Thus ISf(zo+erts1]dA
= o

>O

We are integrating a continuous fraction
that is

7)O and the integral equals O.

the only way
this can happen is if

If (2011 - If (z0+eeiAs)
= 0

for all t

So, If (201) =If(Zotfeit))
for all A
-

f (pt on We)

In particular, If (z01)=1f(z)



Since 2, was mubitrary, (f(201)=1f (2)

for all zcD (z0j2).

So, If (21) is constant on D (2009).

By the Lemna, f is constant

on D(Z0;2).
#
them: (Max Modulus theorem

Suppose that f is analytic
on a region A

and f is not constant on A.

Then I does not have a
maximum value or A.

That is, there does not exist zotA

where (f(21) = (f(zol)
for all zCA.

#
of: Churchill/Brown book

maybe in Hoffman (Modden book. I




